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EVENTING

The following MIM instruction manuals have been updated:

- Post & Rail Kit – 80321
- Post & Rail Narrow Kit – 80322
- Wall Kit – 80324
- Corner Kit – 80326

In addition, the Frangible Device Chart providing specifications for each device has also been updated.

All information relating to frangible devices is available on the FEI Eventing – Deformable & Frangible Devices webpage.

Eventing Reports

The following reports have been updated:

- Fence Description Form and Instructions for filling in Fence Description Form: An additional column “narrow fence (under 2 m between the flags)” has been added to improve the fence type data analysis.

- Fall Report Form: Several fields have been removed as these were rarely used for data analysis.

- Fence Diagrams: A clarification has been included for House type fences to be classified as “D3”.

The updated forms can be found on the FEI Eventing - Forms & Downloads webpage.
VAULTING

Testing Free Test Concept

The last online meeting for the Testing Free Test Concept took place on Tuesday, 17 May and was dedicated to evaluating the testing phase and system of the proposed concept.

In her presentation, Chair of the FEI Vaulting Technical Committee Pavla Krauspe talked about the structure of the testing phase as well as the different feedback received. She thanked the Judges for their dedication, time and engagement.

Throughout this meeting, the Judges involved in the process had the opportunity to share their point of view and their recommendations with the FEI Vaulting Technical Committee.

All information regarding the Testing Free Test Concept has been published on the dedicated webpage in the FEI Vaulting section.

FEI WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS 2022

Ticket sales for the FEI World Championships 2022 in Herning (DEN) and in Pratoni del Vivaro (ITA) are open. In Herning you will have the opportunity to experience, first-hand, all the sporting action in Jumping, Dressage, Para Dressage and Vaulting while Pratoni de Vivaro will showcase the best of Eventing and Driving. Don’t miss out on seeing the best athletes in the world compete for the prestigious title of World Champion!

Discover the different categories available to spectators, all with different prices, including normal entry tickets, reserved seats on the stands, weekly passes and exclusive VIP Pavilion tickets.

Save your seat now! - Click on the banners below ...

FEI DIRECTORY

Updates to the FEI Database

Monthly summary on the key changes/updates in the FEI Database with regards to the FEI’s member National Federations. All details can be found on the FEI Database by clicking on each NF’s name listed below:

CZECH EQUESTRIAN FEDERATION
Mr Radek ROUC has been elected President.

EQUESTRIAN ASSOCIATION OF THE PHILIPPINES
Mr Xavier VIRATA has been elected President.

EQUESTRIAN ASSOCIATION OF MALAYSIA
Mr Abdul Aziz ABDUL RAHMAN has been elected President.